HYDROMEGA
Most important actions from January to June 2017
The first part of year 2017 was full of the effective work in Hydromega. We began it with
starting off ro-ro systems, on the next ferry produced in the RSB Shipyard. This project was
carried out in the partnership of companies, working consistently for the reconstruction of the
Polish shipbuilding industry.
In February our company introduced new liquid indicators adapted to work in 120°C. We also
had an honour to participate in the Gazela Biznesu 2016 awards gala and to receive, once
again, this prestigious title for the efficient work and the development of our company in
2016.
As a result of increased possibilities in design and production in our company, we have made
one of the biggest power packs that have been made in Poland for the maritime industry
purpose. Key to such big projects is having own structural office and trial station, which is
adapted for certification of the regulatory compliance of sea Classification Societies.
Our another big success is growth in sales of long liquid indicators, which means growth in
manufacture and new work places for many people.
In the middle of April we moved The Department of Sea and Offshore Projects from Miszewo
to shipbuilding areas in Gdynia. This department has been extended by the special team of
engineers. They work on technical supervision, which is essential during assembly of
hydraulic systems on ships made in Gdansk and Gdynia. These actions have been made in
order to fulfill the increasing demand in Polish shipyards for hydraulic systems and hydraulic
drives of deck devices.
In May, proszę a modern system of hydraulic power and electric control of loading platform at
stern and bow was started off and implemented on FinFerries’ unit - “Elektra” which was built
in Gdynia by CRIST Shipyard. A project which was carried out by our company is a positive
effect of concluded agreement on Consortium for the Reconstruction and the Development of
the Polish Shipbuilding Industry in which RHS is a leader.
We finished first part of year 2017 by announcing the signing of the Consortium Agreement
by a Polish group of B+R Institutes and companies that have undertaken work on a
specialized vehicle for Aeromobile Troops. Taken actions are a response to the anticipated
demand in this product group. Our company wants to use its experience for the automotive
industry by implementing specialized civilian and military vehicles.

